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Robert Lucas's celebrated paper, "Expectations and the Neutrality of Money" (Lucas (1972)), set a
new standard for elegance and rigor of theoretical analysis in monetary economics. It also presented a
new view of the connection between monetary instability and fluctuations in aggregate economic activity,
which challenged the foundations of inuch of the conventional wisdom of the time about the potential role
of monetary policy.

In Lucas's analysis, unexpected variations in the money supply affect economic activity because the
suppliers of goods have incomplete information about the current state of aggregate demand. (The exact
way that this occurs in his model is by now so well-known as not to require summary here.) This type of
explanation of the observed non-neutrality of money has the implication that only unexpected variations
should have significant real effects. Tins in turn suggested that the possible gains from systematic monetary
policy should be small. Sargent and Wallace (1975) argued, on the basis of a model of aggregate supply
inspired by Lucas's analysis, that optimal monetary policy required making the money supply each period
completely predictable, and that there were no gains to be had from making the growth of the money supply
depend upon past economic conditions. Thus a simple "k-percent rule" for the path of the money supply,
of the kind long advocated by Milton Friedman, belonged to the class of optimal rules.

This result depends, however, upon an assumption that if a rule for monetary policy is not to rely upon
superior information on the part of the monetary authority as to the current state of the economy, relative to
that possessed by the suppliers of goods, it must make the money supply a function only of lagged variables
(information also possessed by suppliers) and of noise unrelated to economic "fundamentals". Variation of
the first kind is argued to have no effect, while variation of the second kind is unambiguously bad.

I wish to reconsider this conclusion, in the context of a model of the real effects of monetary instability
that not only aspires to a level of theoretical rigor comparable to that of Lucas's model, but that proposes
a broadly similar account of the real effects of monetary instability. In this model – which is even more
closely related to models used by Lucas (1979), Lucas and Woodford (1994), Eden (1994), and Williamson
(1993) – 1 monetary surprises again have real effects because the suppliers of goods do not learn about
the current value of the money supply (or, more generally, about the current state of aggregate demand)
sufficiently quickly to incorporate this information into their pricing policy. Here this is modelled through a
sequential service constraint on transactions in the goods market, as a result of which supply commitments
made to individual buyers cannot be contingent upon the overall state of demand. The intention is to model
equilibrium in a goods market where goods are allocated through non-price rationing, as seems to be true in
many actual markets (Carlton (1991)), due to the prohibitive informational requirements for the organization
of a competitive spot market. This device differs from that used by Lucas (1972) in that monetary instability
has real effects even if exogenous variation in the money supply is the only source of variations in demand,
and also in that buyers need not be assumed to have superior information to that of sellers. Nonetheless, it
is similar in the crucial respect that it again implies that only unanticipated variations in the money supply
have any effect upon economic activity. It also provides a clear justification for the view that unnecessary
noise in monetary policy is to be avoided, as it results not only in more variable output but in a lower average
level of utilization of productive capacity as well. 2

Nonetheless, I find that a constant-growth-rate rule for the money supply (or, since I here restrict attention
to rules that make the money supply a stationary variable, a constant-money-supply rule) is not generally
optimal. Under a certain extreme specification of the nature of the exogenous uncertainty in the economy,
a completely elastic money supply is actually optimal (by which I mean that the central bank supplies as
much money is demanded, at a fixed nominal interest rate), and more generally, it is usually desirable to
allow the money supply to vary to some extent in response to exogenous shocks to aggregate demand.

These results differ from those of Sargent and Wallace (1975) for two important reasons. The first is
that while I insist that the monetary policy rule not require the central bank to have superior information
to that of suppliers of goods, I do not restrict attention to the class of feedback rules for the money supply
that they consider. The money supply is allowed to vary in response to changes in the demand for funds in

1 The relation of the present model to these others is discussed further at the end of section 1.
2 The model's consequences in these regards are identical to those of the related model analyzed in Lucas and Woodford

(1994).



an interbank market; It LS only the central bank's SUN] schedule in this market that is not allowed to vary
with the current slate of aggregate demand. This allows consideration of varying degrees of elasticity of the
endogenous response of the ro oms supply to changes in the demand for funds, that result from exogenous
non-monetary distilitancos to ;ig)..9 rgate demand. A cruc i al innovation of the present model, relative to that
of Lucas (1079) or !me as ;old tiVtlWaetti (199-1), is accordingly the introduction of both stochastic variation
in consumer preferences (its a simple source of non-monetary demand disturbances) and of a credit market
in which buyers must borrow to finance their purchases (in order to provide the channel through which
monetary policy may accommodate such disturbances to a greater or lesser degree). Since actual operating
procedures for monetary pol i cy in the United States and elsewhere typically involve short-run control of
an interest rate (such as the Federal funds rate in the U.S.) rather than a monetary aggregate, 3 such an
extension of the analysis seems amply justified.

The second difference is that I do not assume, as Sargent and Wallace do, that stabilization of aggregate
output is an end in itself. In fact, in the model presented here, a more elastic funds supply schedule will
generally mean greater variation in the money supply in response to shocks, and as a result greater instability
of aggregate output. 5 Iliovever. this need nut imply a lower level of welfare, and this despite the fact that in
the present model it also means a greater average quantity of unused capacity. The reason is that the degree
of monetary accommodation idioms the °notation of output across alternative uses, as well as its aggregate
quantity. Since critics of policies that accept sharp fluctuations in interest rates in order to meet monetary
aggregate targets often complain that the required interest rate fluctuations affect some kinds of spending
much more than othets, in a way that distorts the overall pattern of spending in the economy, an explicit
analysis of the consequences of heterogeneity in borrowers' situation for the welfare effects of alternative
policies is called for.

In the case that fluctuations iu aggregate demand have mainly to do with variations in the number of
potential buyers who have productive uses fur resources at a given time, rather than in the intensity of the
demand of the typical buyer who enters the market, a relatively elastic central bank supply of funds (i.e.,
a policy that smooths the interbank interest rate) increases welfare despite the increase ill the volatility of
aggregate output, because it results in a lesser concentration of available resources in the supply of goods
for those uses that result in the must stable: demands. Because of the sequential service constraint, it is
not possible in equilibrium for stable-demand buyers to obtain all of the output in low-demand states while
sharing some of it with volatile-demand buyers in high-demand states. A inelastic money supply policy
therefore stabilizes spending, and hence aggregate output, only because it prevents the demands of volatile-
demand buyers front being expressed in the market, even in high-demand states. Such "stability", however, is
purchased at the expense of efficiency in the allocation of resources. Efficiency (in the sense of maximization
of the expected utility of the representative household) would instead require a policy that allows volatile-
demand buyers to obtain some resources in the states in which they have productive uses for them, even
though the capacity committed for that purpose must as a result remain unused in other states.

The paper proceeds as follows. In section I, I introduce the model of a goods market subject to a
sequential service constraint, and show how this implies effects of monetary instability upon aggregate
output. In section 2. 1 introduce the model of stochastic consumer demand, including the heterogeneity
among "types" of buyers upon which the welfare analysis turns. Finally, in section 3, I complete the model
by presenting an analysis of the behavior of lenders in the consumer credit market and in the interbank
market, which latter market represents the lever through which monetary policy affects aggregate demand.

3 Even the operating procedure briefly adopted by the Fed in 1979, which targeted non-borrowed reserves, involved a signif-
icant degree of endogeneity of the money supply in response to denoted shocks, through the endogenous response of discount-
window borrowing to such 31tacks. See, e.g., Anderson et al (1986).

• Sargent and Wallace do consider a second type of policy rule, in which an interest rate, rather than the money supply is
set equal to a predetermined quantity plus noise, but they argue that all such rules should be excluded from consideration on
the ground that they lead to indeterminacy of the price level. This issue is Addressed below in section 4.

5This result, however, depends upon the fact that I do not allow for shocks to money demand, in the sense of stochastic
disturbances_to_the_relattort-be3W40ea-destred-spendunrand-desired-rnoney-bilances; such shWks can easily result in greeter
Instability of aggregate demand, And hence of output. under a constant-money-supply rule than with en elastic money supply,
as in the analysis of Poole (1970). Extens i on of the model to allow for such shocks is briefly discussed in footnote xx below.
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Section 4 then analyzes the question of optimal monetary policy, showing that completely inelastic and
completely elastic central bank supply schedules are each optimal in contrasting polar cases. Section 5
concludes.

1 Sequential Service in the Goods Market and Aggregate Supply

In this section, I begin the development of the model within which I propose to analyze the consequences of
alternative monetary policies. I describe the organization of the goods market, and introduce in this context
the type of sequential service constraint with which I am concerned. I then discuss the consequences of
this constraint for aggregate supply, and show that unexpected variations in the nominal value of aggregate
spending will be associated, in equilibrium, with variations in, output of the same sign. Thus this aspect of
the model is responsible for the real effects of monetary policy.

Each period, sellers have a total productive capacity of y > 0 units of a homogeneous good. 6 Each seller
seeks to maximize expected sales revenues during the period, subject to its capacity constraint. Unused
productive capacity depreciates completely at the end of the period; thus there is no intertemporal decision
problem for sellers.

Exchange is assumed to occur each period in two stages. In a first stage, buyers and sellers negotiate
supply contracts, that are then executed during the second stage. Prior to the negotiation stage, buyers
learn their individual "types", but do not yet know the aggregate state; prior to the execution stage, the
value of an aggregate state variable s is revealed to buyers, but not to sellers. Each buyer's demand for the
good in the execution stage depends (in a way made precise in the next section) upon its type i and upon
the aggregate state s.	 •

The significance of the negotiation stage is that it is assumed that at this stage, buyers and sellers are able
to costlessly negotiate supply contracts in a competitive environment with full information. (The types of
individual buyers are assumed to be public information.) On the other hand, once the state s is realized, it is
assumed not to be possible to organize a centralized Walrasian spot market for the good. Instead, suppliers
must be able to fill orders placed by individual buyers without waiting to learn the state of aggregate demand
s. (This is the "sequential service" constraint. 8)

Suppliers negotiate in advance the terms under which they will supply goods to particular buyers, should
these buyers present them with orders during the execution stage. But the supply commitment made to
an individual buyer cannot be contingent upon the purchases made by any other buyers, and so cannot be
contingent upon the aggregate state s. The existence of the negotiation stage makes it possible for types
that are more certain of their desire for the good to negotiate a secure supply of the good on favorable terms
(which sellers will grant them, on the basis of their type, in order to reduce the risk of ending with unused
capacity). s However, since the state of demand is not known to sellers, buyers do not have an enforceable
obligation to buy any amount. Rather, a seller is committed to supply any amount demanded by the buyer,
up to a certain quantity limit, at a prearranged price schedule (that may make the supply price depend
upon the quantity that the buyer purchases). The actual quantity purchased under this commitment, ct(s),
remains at the discretion of the buyer, and will in general depend upon the realization of the state s. Thus
sellers are not able to "sell forward" their output in the negotiation stage, and unused capacity is possible
in equilibrium.

& Eventually, these "sellers" are identified as firms owned by the same households that enter the goods market as "buyers",
but at this stage we need not consider how the interaction here described in a single period's goods market is imbedded in a
larger, dynamic general equilibrium model.

7 Maximization of expected revenues serves the interests of each firm's shareholders, as is explained in the next section.
8 The terminology follows Diamond' and Dybvig (1983), who assume a constraint of this kind on the form of commitment

that a financial intermediary can make with its depositors regarding the terms of withdrawal. See Wallace (1987) for further
discussion of the kind of communication barriers implicit in such a constraint.

9 Carlton (1991) discusses evidence that firms do charge different prices to different customers based upon the stochastic
properties of their demand. According to this evidence, customers pay more the more positive the correlation between their
individual demand and the firm's aggregate demand. Such a relationship is predicted by the model developed here.
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Finally, it is assumed that I he supply comm i tments must indicate the price (if any) at which each
successive additional purchase by A buyer call be made, simply 'as a function of the number of units already
purchased by that buyer. and not contingent upon the eventual quantity that the buyer might subsequently
purchase. This is taken to be a consequence of sequential service, like the requirement that an individual
buyer's price cannot depend upon the eventual total purchases of others.

Thus a supply commitment fur a buyer of type i takes the form of a quantity limit a, and a right-continuous
function p,(•) defined on the interval 10,e,). p i (c) denotes the price at which the next increment of
the good is available to the buyer, after a quantity c has already been purchased. (The assumption of
right-continuity means that if Th (c)= p, it is possible for some additional positive quantity of the good to be
purchased at an average. p i ke that is arbitrarily close to p, in the absence of this, it would not be meaningful
to say that further purchases are possible at the price p. Treating purchases as a continuous variable simplifies
the analysis of competitive equilibrium, as usual ) Allowing p, to depend upon the quantity purchased makes
it possible for sellers to raise rheir prices to some 1!xtew in high-demand states, but in a way that respects
the sequential serv ice constraint.

Competitive equilibrium in the market for supply contracts results in the existence of a single quantity
limit e, and a single equilibrium supply function p,(-) for each type i. I assume that there is competition
between sellers to supply the next increment of the good purchased by any buyer of type i who has already
purchased quantity c (fur any 0 < c < c,); p,(c) is the market-clearing price for such commitments. The
analysis is simplified if we assume that a seller in competing to offer additional supply commitments to such
buyers are unable to distinguish whether the buyer obtaining an incremental commitment has obtained his
prior supply commitment from the smile seller or front someone else, and are similarly unable to observe the
terms of the buyer's prior supply commitment; but it is assumed that a seller can verify the total quantity
already purchased by t he buyer at the time that the buyer places an order under the commitment. Thus
there is clearly a single market-clearing price depending only upon the type i and the previously purchased
quantity c. The equ i l i brium quantity limit e, represents the lowest quantity such that no seller is willing to
offer further commitments to buyers of type i who have already purchased that amount of the good.

In the negotiation stage, buyers of type i voluntarily accept price commitments up to the quantity limit
e 1 . of the form indicated by the equilibrium supply function p,(c). (Since buyers are not obligated to make
any purchases, there is no reason not to keep accepting incremental commitments if they are available, at
the lowest prices at which they are available.) Sellers choose the quantity of commitments that they wish to
make to buyers of each type, at the competitive prices for each possible type of incremental commitment.
Equilibrium requires that sellers choose to supply exactly the quantity of commitments that buyers demand,
which is to say exactly one full commitment (allowing purchases up to cd per buyer of type In addition,
equilibrium requires that no seller be willing to offer incremental commitments at prices lower than the
equilibrium prices. or be willing to offer incremental commitments beyond the equilibrium quantity limit ei
at any fi nite price.

In the execution stage, each buyer of type i decides what quantity 0 < < a i to purchase, given the state
s that is realized. The purchasing decision c i (s) depends upon the commitment (e s , p,(•)) obtained during
the negotiation stage. Rational anticipation of this decision, in turn, determines the willingness of sellers
to extend such commitments during the negotiation stage. Individual sellers take as given the equilibrium
values {c i (s)}, just as they do the equilibrium supply terms {e,,p,(•)}, in deciding which supply commitments
to offer themselves. Expected revenues per unit of capacity committed, in the case of incremental supply
commitments to buyers of type i who have already purchased quantity c, are equal to

p,(c) 5	 (c,(s) > c),

where 7T, > 0 is the probability that state s occurs (conditional upon information available as of the negoti-
ation stage), and l(r) is the function whose value is 1 if statement x is true,  and 0 otherwise. 
	 A–supply–commi tment to a given buyer can he made only if it is feasible for the seller to honor the
commitment with certainty. It follows that optimization by a seller requires that each unit of capacity be
committed in the way that yields the highest expected revenues. As in equilibrium it is necessary that supply

ti
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commitments be made to each type of buyer, up to the quantity limit	 it follows that one must have

pi(c)
	 rj(ci(s) > c) = A	 (1.1)

for each i and each U < c < Here A indicates the maximum available rate of expected revenues per
unit of capacity. Furthermore. if A > tl (i.e., if orders are placed at positive prices by some kind of buyer
in some state), optimization by a seller requires that all capacity be committed. (I assume that the same
communication barriers that during the execution stage that prevent organization of a centralized market
also preclude purchases Fro nt being made other than under previously negotiated commitments.) Then
equilibrium requires that if A > 0,

E = y,	 (1.2)

where n i > 0 denotes the fraction of buyers that are of type i.
But equilibrium in the negotiation stage requires more than mere indifference on the part of sellers

between the various types of supply commitments that are actually offered in equilibrium; sellers must also
be content not to offer any of those that are not offered in equilibrium. There is plainly no point in a seller's
offering an incremental supply commitment to buyers of type i after a quantity c has been purchased at a
price p > pi (c), since no buyer will accept such a commitment, given the availability of supply commitments
at a lower price. In the case of a quantity c such that in every state, either ci (s) < c or c i (s) > c, there is
equally plainly no point in offering an incremental supply commitment at a price p < pi (c). For in states s
in which c i (s) < c without the price reduction, the incremental commitment will not be drawn upon despite
the lower price, while in states s in which c i (s) > c without the price reduction, it would be drawn upon
even if the price were p i (c). hence such a price reduction can only reduce expected revenues per unit of
capacity so committed.

A more complex case, however, is that of a quantity c such that ci (s) c for some state s. This means
that at the equilibrium incremental supply price p i (c), buyers choose not to draw upon the commitment in
state s. However, it may be that they would purchase more in state s in the case of an incremental supply
commitment at some lower price, and so one must consider whether a seller could increase expected revenues
by offering such a commitment. Consideration of this requires that we specify what sellers expect about
whether additional commitments, not offered in equilibrium, would be drawn upon in various states. Given
the equilibrium commitment (ei,pi(•)), the determinants of type i demand (further specified in the next
section) determine not only the quantity c i (s) that is purchased in state s under that commitment, but also
the lowest price P i (s) at which type i would be willing to buy an additional positive quantity, after having
purchased ci (s) under the equilibrium commitment. (Technically, I will use P i (s) to denote the greatest
lower bound of the set of such prices.) An incremental commitment to buyers of type i after purchases of
a quantity c at a price p < p i (c) will thus be accepted by such buyers in the negotiation stage, and drawn
upon in the execution stage with probability

E tr,[I(ci (s) > c)+ I(c,(s) = c)I(Pi (s) > p)].

(Note that this reduces to E s r s l(c i (s) > c), as assumed in (1.1), in the case that p = p i (c), for one must
have Pi (s) < pi (c i (s)) in every state.)

Expected revenues per unit of capacity committed under incremental commitments of this kind are just
p times this probability. It follows that a further requirement for equilibrium is that

pE ,[1(c as) > c) + Rci (s)	 c)I(P ;(8) > p)] 5 A	 (1.3)

for all types i and all prices p < pi(c), in the case of any quantity 0 < c < Furthermore, condition (1.3)
must hold for all types i and all prices p, in the case that c = Ei ; for only if this is so will sellers not wish to
increase the quantity limit



%;

Conditions (1.1) -• (1.3) &Lel It;ille the equilibrium supply commitments {c b p i ( )}. given a specification
of the determimons of buyer demand in each state N. Detailed characterization of such an equilibrium is not
possible without further specification or buyer behavior. Still, several observations are already possible as to
the nature of aggregate supply in such a Itiertel.

I shall assume that states are ordered so that for each buyer type i,	 > s implies c,(5 1 ) > c i (s); and
if cds' = di (s) , it duidiei that > j),(s) "3 Thus higher s corresponds to a state of uniformly higher
demand. The lowest-don:al state is numbered s = 1. then it follows from (1.1) that each equilibrium
supply schedule p,(•) is a non-decreasing. piecewise constant function, n of the form

p,	 for all	 v,(, - 1) <-1. c < c,(s)	 (1A)

for each s such that c,(s) > c,(s - I). where c,(0) 	 "The sequence of prices (p,} is furthermore given by

p, = A L E
	

(1.5)

for each state s ' . Assuming A > 0, this is nn increasing sequence of positive prices. (I shall assume below
properties for buyer demand that preclude (1.3` holding with A = 0.) Note that these prices are the same
for all types i. Condition (1.1) also implies that for any c < a a , there exists a state in which c i (s) > c, so
that

CJ, = llp	 (s)).	 (1.6)

If there is a highest-demand state t;. 	 = c,(,-;). Thus (1.1) specifies p,(•) over its entire domain [0,e,).
Condition (A) implies that every order that is placed if and only if state s occurs is made at the same

price p,, regardless of the buyer's type. If we rank orders so that orders that are placed in a larger number
of states have an earlier talk then the trice associated with each order is a function solely of its rank
(independent of the type of buyer). This price is given by the aggregate supply schedule p('), a function
defined on V), y), suer chat p(c) is the next price at wh i ch orders are placed when aggregate purchases in
excess of quantity c are made. Conditions (1.1)-(1.5) imply that p( . ) is a non-decreasing, piecewise constant
function, of the form

P(el=	 for all c(s - I) < c < c(s)
	

(1.7)

for each s such that (Cs) > c(, -	 where e(s) E E , c i (s). The aggregate supply schedule indicates the
distribution of transaction pri ces as a function of the total quantity purchased. Note that the schedule (1.7)
is defined for all quantities	 < c	 y. since (I 6) implies that

Sup,{c(S) =	 (1.8)

It is now apparent that unexpected variations in the nominal value of aggregate spending - unexpected,
that is, relative tx, information available during the negotiation stage must be associated with variations
in capacity utilization. For aggregate spending is given by

(s) = E p,[c(s) - c(s - 	= 12(c(s1)),

where

H(c) E f	 )dc'
	

(1.9)

Ici ln the next section. thee results A re deriver. from All ASiu1111)1.1011 stated in terms of primitives of the model.
II  if-the-forrnalism-werr-extendert-to-allow-for-a-canttnutfur3Mte space, raththan assuming a counfnble 	 possible 

	

states, the functions would not in general be piecewise constant. See the characterization of aggregate supply in Lucas and
Woodford (19911.
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indicates the total cost of the first c orders, under the ranking described above. The function R(•) also gives
total revenues of sellers, as a function of the aggregate quantity purchased. If A > 0, Re) is a continuous,
strictly increasing function. One can therefore invert it„ to determine the equilibrium quantity purchased as

c(s) = R-1(1.(s)).	 (1.10)

This implies that if 1! (8 1 ) > Y(s), one must have c(s') > c(s) as well, so that the fraction of total capacity
y that is unused must be lower in state s'.

If, as in the analysis of Lucas and Woodford (1994), aggregate spending is determined (through a cash-in-
advance constraint on purchases) by the size of a random monetary injection, it is evident that unexpected
variations in the money supply will result in variations in capacity utilization. On the other hand, expected
variations in the money supply have no such effect. For if the money supply (and hence the nominal value
of aggregate spending) is known with certainty at the negotiation stage, it follows from (1.10) that the real
quantity purchased is known with certainty as well. Condition (1.8) then implies that the certain value must
be y; that is, capacity is fully utilized with certainty. Thus even if the money supply depends upon a random
state variable z, that is revealed prior to the negotiation stage, equilibrium output will equal capacity y
regardless of the state z that is realized; the equilibrium price level will instead differ across states z in
proportion to the money supply.

Thus unexpected variations in the money supply, and only unexpected variations, affect output in this
model, as in Lucas (1972). The reason, as in that model, depends upon incomplete information on the
part of sellers as to the state of aggregate demand; but here this matters because of the sequential service
constraint on transactions in the execution stage. Note that it is not the mere fact that supply commitments
are negotiated in advance that makes unexpected variations in the money supply non-neutral. For if it were
possible to negotiate (and enforce) state-contingent forward contracts, as assumed in the Arrow-Debreu
model, unexpected variation in the money supply would have no effect. Suppliers would sell forward their
entire capacity in each state, and the supply prices in the different states would vary as necessary to clear the
market for each of the state-contingent forward contracts. Hence there would be no variation across states
in the quantity sold, and transaction prices would vary across states in proportion to the money supply.

[Add here further discussion of the previous literature]

2 Preference Shocks as a Source of Aggregate Demand Variation
I now further specify the demand side of the model, indicating the source of the variations in aggregate
demand to which monetary policy may be more or less accommodative. The economy consists of a continuum
(normalized at length one) of infinite-lived households, which are ex ante identical (i.e., prior to the random
assignment of "types"). Each household seeks to maximize the ex ante expected value of its lifetime utility

E filbtu(ct).
t=o

Here 110 is a strictly increasing, strictly concave, continuously differentiable period utility function, defined
for all non-negative levels of consumption, and 0 < p c 1 is a discount factor; both are common to all
households. The process {6,} is a random preference shock that is household-specific. It is assumed that
each period's value of the preference shock is given by

= n (sti i t),
	 (2.1)

where the function b(; •) is time-invariant, s t is the aggregate demand state variable referred to in the
previous section, and i t is a household-specifi c random variable (the household's "type" in period t). The
random variable s t represents an exogenous disturbance to aggregate demand through a change in the
population distribution of values for the factor 6. (The population distribution of values of i is the same each
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period, only the assignment of types to households is random.) An individual household's type affects its
demand behavior thromi ll its effect on the household's value of 6,. The function 6(•; -) is further specialized
in examples discussed below.

As explained in t ia • pruvilois WO ion, in each period Unite is a negotiation stage followed by an execution
stage. The types {,,} are randomly assigned to households at the beginning of the period t negotiation
stage, while the stale s t is revealed no households (ill their capacity as buyers) only at the beginning of the
execution stage. (It is ant orally only necessary to suppose that each household learns its current value of 5, at
that time.) For simplicity it is in:slimed that both O i l and s e are independently and identically distributed
each period. Each period. earl; household has a probability n, of being assigned type i: the total fraction
of households with type each period is deterministic and equal to Each period, the aggregate state st
takes the value S with Hub:0)04y r,.

Purchases each period are subject le a rash-in-advance constraint. which requires that

U s ) < Ads)	 (2.2)

for each type i iu each possible stare s. 12 Here Yi ds) represents the nominal value of type i's expenditure
on goods in period t if the stale is N. which is to say /2,(c„(s)), where

R s (	 f 7),(c'We
	

(2.3)

by analogy with (1.9), and .1/,,(s) is the amount of money held by type i in that state. Money holdings may
vary depending upon the realization of ti t , due to the existence of a credit market during the execution stage.

The credit market, like the goods market, is assumed to he subject to a sequential service constraint.
This means that dining the negotiation stage. buyers negotiate loan commitments, specified by a quantity
limit and a supply function r i (-), indicating the terms upon which that buyer can borrow. Here is
the maximum quantity that may be borrowed during the execution stage, and r,(M) indicates the interest
rate at which the next incremental loan is available. after a quantity Al has already been borrowed. As
before, r 1 (-) is assumed to he a right-continuous function defined on the interval [0, Kid. The quantity r,(M)
is a gross nominal interest rate on loans of cash. so that if the quantity borrowed is Ads), the repayment
obligation B,,(s) due ai the end of the period is given by H,(11t,t(s)), where

at
13,(ill)	 f	 r,(A1')(1:11'.

Note that this notation assumes that the quantity of cash available to finance purchases (in constraint (2.2))
is equal to the quantity borrowed in the credit market. This is because all money holdings of a household
at the beginning of a period are assumed to be deposited with financial intermediaries, which intermediaries
then lend the funds back to households in the credit market to finance their purchases of goods.

The complete sequence of events during period t is as follows. Let a household begin the period with
nominal wealth W,, held in the form of rush. (For simplicity, all financial claims are assumed to mature at the
end of the period, so that a household begins the next period with no financial assets other than cash.) There
is first a securities trading stage, before household types (i t ) are revealed. During this stage, three types
of transactions occur, in perfectly competitive markets. First, the household deposits a quantity De of cash
with intermediaries, in exchange for a promise of repayment with interest at the end of the period. (What

i2 One could easily generalize the model. to allow a ut i lity benefit from the use of money in transactions, without requiring
fixed proportion between money holdings and spending. In that case, the simple case for a policy of fixing the money supply
as a means of stabilizing aggregate demand is complicated in familiar ways. A fixed money supply would no longer suffice
to ensure predictability of aggregate spending. and in the case of exogenous random variation i n the desired ratio of money
holdings to !aiding monetary_accaininclation_attaki_aryas-ta-saabitise-aggregate-dematairre.thar-then-destabiltting-itas-in
the analysts of "LM shocks' by Poole ( 1970). These complications, despite their obvious relevance, are ignored here to simplify
the model, and allow moment ration upon a different reason for monetary accommodation to be welfare- i mprov i ng than the one
stressed by Poole.

(2.4)
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the intermediaries do with these deposits is taken up in the next section.) Second, households exchange
contingent claims that payoff at the end of the period, depending upon which aggregate state se is realized.
And third, households exchange insurance contracts that pay off at the end of the period, depending upon
which type i t the household has drawn. The position that a household takes in these latter two markets can
be represented by a vector {.41(i, ․ )}, where AE(i, s) indicates the cash payment that the household receives
at the end of the period if its type i t = i and the aggregate state s t s. The household's budget constraint
in the securities trading stage is given by

D t + E 5	 t(ti)	 ,	 W	 (2.5)

where the vector {a t (s)} is an asset pricing kernel. Note that prices of payments contingent upon a house-
hold's being of type i are proportional to	 because this risk is completely diversifiable.

Next the household's type i t is revealed, and the negotiation stage occurs. In this stage, a household of
type i negotiates a goods supply commitment (e i ,pi (•)) and a loan supply commitment (A, ri(')). After
this, the aggregate state s t is realized, and the execution stage occurs. In this stage, if the state is s, the
household chooses its borrowing AI tt (s) and its purchases cit (s), subject to (2.2). Finally, at the end of the
period, the household receives payments due on its portfolio, and repays the amount Sit (s) due as a result
of its borrowing. It also receives a distribution of profits f t (s) from its ownership share in the firms that
supply goods and in the financial intermediaries that supply credit, and pays its lump-sum tax obligation
Te(s) to the government. Both profit distributions and tax obligations are assumed to be independent of a
household's type.

The household thus begins the next period with cash holdings W t+1 given by

	

W:t. i ( s ) = It` Dt Ae( i, ± [Alas) — Yii(s))— Bit(s)+ Hi( s )— Tt(s ),	 (2.6)

where 71 is the gross nominal interest rate paid by intermediaries on deposits. The household is subject to a
borrowing limit, that requires that its portfolio, borrowing, and spending decisions in period t be such that

E E Cli t l,t+ 3 ( 52t .4 E rit+,( S t+3)	 Tt+3(St+))1
	

(2.7)
j=1 .93

under every possible realization of the random variables (i t ,s t ). Here Es, denotes summation over all
possible histories s it±j E (s t -f 	 st+i), and for each such history,

qt-kl,t+i( Sjt+j)	 at+I(St+1)	 " • •	 at-t i (s t+i)

defines present values in terms of the prices of the contingent claims traded in the securities trading stage
each period. Constraint (2.7) states that beginning-of-period wealth must be no lower than the negative of
the present value of all subsequent profit distributions net of taxes. 13 The sequences of constraints (2.5)
and (2.7) imply the existence of an intertemporal budget constraint of the form

00

E E qt e+,(4++,1 ) y it (
	

)( B i t_i (St-kj) Yti+j( st+i) M:+i(st+D]
j=0 sj+ , 	p.m

rtl

leg	 +
cc

.7+1E E qt.t+J(st+,)Pit (st ) — Teti( s e+ 3 )] (2.8)
sj+1

restricting a household's spending from period t onward, where E n+ , denotes summation over all possible
histories ii+1.	 and-f-J

n('t)	 n(ie+i)

13See Woodford (1994) for further discussion of a similar borrowing Unit in the context of a standard cash-in-advance model.



is the probability of 'inch a lostors,
The borrowing limit (2 7; is assumed to apply to each household, in addition to the quantity limits

(), M1). This is because lie Law9 quantity limits (and the associated supply schedules) depend solely upon
a household's type. : I nd not upon i ts wealth. (ft is issilined, for simplicity, that individual households'
wealths are not observed by sellers and lenders dur i ng the negotiation stage; the assumptions that sellers
and lenders make about the extent to which their commitments will be drawn upon are based upon Lheir
knowledge of the typ cid wealth or households of each type, but not upon each household's individual wealth.
It is for tins reason that thew ex i s t compelitive markets for the service of each type of buyer, rather than
an individual market lot each household. lit equilibrium, the wealths of households of a given type are in
fact always the same.; At the execution stage, instead, the would 's of individual borrowers are verified, so
as to ensure that credit is extended only when repayment is possible with certainty.

I now consider household trading. giceil preference shocks and budget constraints of the kind just de-
scribed. I here take as given the loan commitments (Al,. r,(•)) offered by lenders, the determination of lender
behavior is taken up in the next section Let us first consider optimal portfolio choice in the securities trading
stage. The government is assumed not to intervene in the market for contingent securities, as a result of
which there is zero net supply of such securities Equilibrium thus requires that aggregate demand for them
be zero, so that

a,.11( i. s)	 0	 (2.9)

for each possible state S. Since optimization ' opines that ('2.5) hold with equality, it is evident that in
equilibrium one must have 1),	 IV, as well. This is consistent with optimization only if

a	
clefs)]
	

(2.10)

so that a household is indifferent between holding a greater or lesser level of deposits, given the availability
of the contingent claims.

Risk aversion i ti qdies il i a! households choose to perfectly insure one another against the risk associated
with random drawing of types. Thus the portfolio {.4 i (i, ․ )} is chosen so as to make Iff t .,. 1 independent of
the household's drawing of 	 (liven (2.6) and (2.9), this implies that

di, s)	 [B„(s) – Has)) +11 #1/( s ) – Yi( s )) – ( Mit( s) – Aids)i
	

(2.11)

where B ii (s) and so on represent the anticipated decisions of households of type i, while Bt (s) and so on
represent the corresponding aggregate variables, defined as in (2.9). This portfolio represents an optimal
choice for a household if and only if, in addition to (2.10), the series of state prices {ads)} satisfies

vca,(s) = 3; T (s)v e . 1 (s)	 (2.12)

for each possible state s. Here v, represents the household's marginal utility of nominal income in the
securities trading phase of period t, and 	 i (s) its marginal utility of nominal income in the corresponding
phase of period t + 1, in the case that s, = s. (Note that 	 is independent of the household's drawing of
i t , as a result of the perfect insurance implied by (2.11).)

The analysis is simplified if we consider only stationary equilibria, in which both the real allocation of
resources and the distribution of transaction prices (including interest rates) depend each period only upon
the current aggregate state se, and depend upon the current state in the same way at all dates. 14 Since
optimization requires that (2.8) hold with equality, stationarity of the variables (a, B', Y', M',	 T) implies

I4The restriction of attention to equilibria i n .ranch the price level has no trend dues not restrict the attainable level of
expected utility, since int (or in of casb. itt .advance constrnat assomed core does not introduce any d i stortions that follow from 	
the-abstaktelevet-ortiltftMt rates, us opposed to trfferentials between the interest rates charged for different transactions. This
is because there is Ilea: assumed to be no oppo i (unity to economize on money holdings by subst i tuting "credit" purchases or
leisure for purchases subj e t.t to the cashoreade tt oce const i ront. There thus appears to he no loss of generality. for purposes of
the welfare analysis, in restr i cting Attention to stationary equilibria (and hence a zero avetege rate of inflation).



that W t must he constant over time. The existence of an equilibrium of this kind is ensured by an appropriate
fiscal policy rule. Let 'IV > U be the constant value of beginning-of-period nominal wealth, and assume as
an initial condition that II :0 =	 Then the fiscal policy rule T, = T(s t ), where

T(s) = [I ( s ) + [Al(s) - Y(s) - B(s)] + (r d — 1)W,	 (2.13)

implies that in equilibrium Il i , = 11 forever, independently of the sequence of aggregate states	 (This
follows from substitution of (2.11) and (2.13) into (2.6).)

In the case of a stationary equilibrium, each household faces an identical infinite-horizon decision problem,
looking forward from the beginning of any period t, regardless of the date t and of the history of aggregate
states prior to date t. It follows that the marginal utility of nominal income in the securities trading stage
is equal to the same positive constant, v t = v > 0, for all dates t and all histories to that date. Condition
(2.12) then implies that or (s)	 37(s) at all dates t, and for each possible state s. This in turn implies, using
(2.10), that rd = in a stationary It also implies that firms maximize the present value of
the profits distributed to their shareholders (E s a i (s)fl t (s)) by maximizing expected profits, which in the
case of goods suppliers means maximization of expected sales revenues, as assumed in the previous section.

This result also implies that
him PT E t [vT tliT] 	 0,

so that the usual transversality condition for intertemporal optimization is satisfied. 15 It thus suffices to
show that a candidate time-invariant decision rule {A(i, s), ci(s),Mi(s)} would be optimal during a single
period t, given beginning-of-period wealth W t IV and assuming a marginal utility of income v t+t = If at
the beginning of the following period, regardless of the realizations of (i t , s t ). If so, the rule represents an
optimal program for the household's stationary infinite-horizon problem. 16

Using this result, we cal l turn to the characterization of optimal borrowing and purchasing decisions
during the execution stage. Given a goods supply commitment (C i ,p i (•)) and a loan supply commitment

r1 ( . )), and the realization of state s, a buyer of type i chooses purchases borrowing Mi (s) and purchases
c i (s) to maximize

6(s; i)u(ci(s))+	 - 11(s) - B i (s)]	 (2.14)

subject to constraint (2.2), and the constraints Y(s)	 Ri (ci (s)), Bi (s) = 13i (Mi (s)), where the functions
The) and B;(•) are defined in (2.3) - (2.4).

Let us assume that (M . ), r i ( . )) are both non-decreasing functions over their respective domains, with
Mc) > 0 for all c and r i (M) > 0 for all M. (The assumed properties for the goods supply schedule were
shown to be necessary for equilibrium in the previous section, and the corresponding properties for the loan
supply schedule are established in the next. Note that r t (AI) > 0 means a non-negative cost of incremental
borrowing.) Then let E i (c) denote the total cost for type i of purchasing a quantity c, counting both the
direct cost of the purchases and the interest paid for the money borrowed to make the purchases, for any c
such that 0 < c <	 0 < R i (c) < M i . This domain can he written as [0,ci* ], where c i * = ei if Ri > RA),
and ci * = RS- 1 (Mi ) otherwise. Then on this domain, Ei (c)	 B i (R i (c)). It follows from the assumptions
just made, and definitions (2.3) - (2.4), that Ei (c) is an increasing, convex function, with E i (0) = 0.

Maximization of (2.14) subject to (2.2) then requires that c i (s) be chosen so that

(13v)-16(s;i)u'(c1(s))	 E	 aEi (c i (s)),	 (2.15)

where 8E'i denotes the subdifferential of Ei (•) (Rockafellar (1970)). That is, for any 0 < c < ci*,

UEi (E) a {A > OlE t (c)> Et (6) +	 - 6) for all 0 < c < ci*}.

"This condition implies that if (2.5) holds with equality each period, and (2.6) and (2.11) hold each period, then (2.8) holds
with equality each period, so that the household exhausts its intertemporal budget constraint.

16The sort of dynamic programming argument that may be used to demonstrate this rigorously is illustrated in Lucas and
Woodford (1994). It involves demonstration of the existence of a value function for the household's continuation problem,
v(Wt+ 2 ), that is differentiable al the value IV1+/ = IV, with derivative vi(W) =

(44
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It is evident that OE, is it non - decreasing. closed :, I M convex-valued, upperdiemicontinuons correspondence,
such that U E OE,(0). that U 	 r1F(c) for any c > U. and that sup d Et( c1*)	 x. It then follows (given that
u'(.) is positive-valued. tont 	 And strictly decreasing) that (2.15) is satisfied by exactly one value of
c.( s ) . 17

Borrowing west then satisfy tla exil - it-advance constraint (2.2), together with the complementary
slackness condition

Vs( R ,1 ,- ,( s 111 - ljr1/,(s) -	 (c,(s)); = O.	 (2.1 6)

In the event that r i p/1 > I for dl ,1l, this implies that

.11,(s) =	 (2.17)

so that Al,(s) is uniquely determined .e; well.

Condition (2.15) indicates how each household's demand depends upon its type and the state s that is
realized. It follows from this (amd the nionotonicity of u' and OR, that a state with a higher value of 6(s; i)
must result in a Higher via u • of c,(s). Hence it stances to assume that states are ordered so that for each
type i, s' > s hat e(s': > 6(s: t), in order for all types' demands to be non-decreasing in the index
of the state s, as assumed in the previous section. This assumption will be maintained in what follows.

These relations determine equilibrium purchases, given the supply commitments offered by sellers and
lenders. However, its rioted eat her, equilibrium supply behavior depends upon suppliers' understanding of
the conditions under which burets would make use of additional supply commitments (not actually offered
them in equilibrium). I-UlilOnn, to specify this aspect of buyer behavior.

Consider a buyer of type the case of state s. Caves the equilibrium supply commitments, the buyer
chooses to purchase c,(8). It is evident from (2.15). however, that the buyer would have made use of an
incremental supply commitment beyond this point, had additional goods been available beyond the quantity
Ms) at a price p. :Ind loans been available beyond the quantity R,(c,(s)) at an interest rate r, such that
pr <	 where

c,(s)	 (,11o)-16(s;1)u1(c,(s)). 	 (2.18)

Note that (2.15) i luplies that (1,(s) E E,(4(s)). and hence that

Pi(c.(s))1',11?.(ctlsni
	

(2.19)

If we take as given the loan supply commitments, and consider only incentives to deviate from the equi-
librium supply commitments on the part of sellers (as in the previous section), then an incremental supply
commitment beyond the quantity c,(s) at a price p would be made use of in state s if and only if p < 0,(s),
where

P,(s) = i:,(s)/r,(H,(c,(s))).	 (2.20)

(Note that given (2.20). (2.11) implies that fi i (s) < p,(s), as asserted earlier. Furthermore, if s' > s and
o i (d) = co(s), then given (2.20), (2.18) implies that ;3,(s') > p,(s), as indicated earlier.) This description
of buyer behavior in the case of counterfactual supply commitments then enters into the determination of
equilibrium supply commitments, through equilibrium condition (1.3).

3 Monetary Policy and Equilibrium Loan Commitments
It remains to specify the determination of the equilibrium loan commitments {/11,,r;(.) 1; it is at this point
that monetary policy affects the nature of equilibrium. The nature of the sequential service constraint in the

"Note thnt if p,( ) i s C001111;0114 at the value r,( 3 ), a nd r,(•) is continuous at the value 12,(c(s)), then E,L) is differentiable
at the value c s,(11, ati(12Thl4 fc (a)_runsuita_of_a_aingle-ualue,-the-deovativertn-this-ease-( notrtmfortunatelyTthe-typicatoneln
equilibrium, under the assumpt i on of n countable number of states), (2.15) reduces to the first-order condition 6(s; Ots 1 (ct(3)) =
O 3PI(4(3))ryIII,(C,(N))). More genet ally. ItiO n E,(C)	 P/(c//' ( ( R i te)). for any 0 < c < coo.
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credit market has already been discussed in the previous section. Here I describe the objectives of lenders
and complete the development, of the requirements for a stationary equilibrium.

Lenders are intermediaries, that hold no cash or other financial claims at the beginning of a period, and
seek to maximize the expected profits that are distributed to their shareholders at the end of the period.
They offer loan commitments to buyers in the negotiation stage of each period; cash is actually lent to the
buyers under these commitments in the execution stage, and is then repaid (with interest) at the end of the
period. Lenders must themselves obtain the cash that they lend out in the execution stage, in an interbank
market for funds that must he repaid with interest at the end of the period. Their profits at the end of the
period are given by the difference between the amount that buyers repay and the amount that the lenders
must repay for the funds they have borrowed in the interbank market.

Letting p(s) denote the interest rate paid for funds in the interbank market, contingent upon the aggregate
state s, aggregate profits of lenders are thus equal to B(s) – p(s)M(s). The intermediaries that accept the
deposits of households in the securities market stage lend these funds in the interbank market, and thus
obtain aggregate profits of (p(s) – r diD. (It does not matter whether we assume that these depository
institutions are themselves the lenders, or a separate category , of competitive intermediaries.) Since the
revenues of sellers equal total expenditure on goods, Y(s), the total profits distributed per household at the
end of the period me given by

H ( s ) = (s ) + [B(s) – p(s)A1(s)1+ [p(s) – rd)D.	 (3.1)

(This is the quantity referred to in time household's budget constraints (2.6) – (2.7).)
The interbank market is a competitive spot market, assumed to involve no sequential service constraint,

as only specialists participate in it. It is held following the conclusion of the execution stage; thus the market-
clearing cost of funds depends upon the aggregate state s. (I stipulate that it is held after the execution
stage so that no issue arises of the state s being revealed to lenders prior to the execution stage, and hence
of loan commitments being contingent upon the aggregate state.) The participants in this market are the
lenders in the credit market, the depository institutions, and the central bank. The lenders demand the
quantity of funds needed to cover the loans that they have made in the execution stage (that need not be as
large as the commitments extended in the negotiation stage). The depository institutions supply the funds
deposited with them by households. The net demand for funds by these two categories of participants is
thus completely inelastic. The central bank's supply schedule for funds then determines the interest rate at
which the market clears. Market clearing requires that

111(s) = W + F(s), 	 (3.2)

where F(s) denotes the net funds supplied by the central bank in state s. (Recall that in equilibrium the
nominal quantity of deposits equals 1Y, the nominal value of beginning-of-period wealth.)

Monetary policy in this model consists of the central bank's supply schedule in the interbank funds
market. This policy can be described by a funds supply correspondence r, indicating the pairs of interest
rates p and net supplies of funds F that are consistent with the bank's supply rule. (Because of (3.2), this
is equivalent to a rule that determines the money supply as a function of the interest rate in the interbank
market.) This correspondence is a non-empty subset of the Euclidean plane, assumed to satisfy the following
properties:

(i) if (p, F), (p', F') E F, and p' > p, then F' > F; similarly, if F' > F, then p' > p; and

(ii) for any (p, F) E r; there exists another point (p', F') E Gamma, with p' > p, F' > F, and at least one
inequality strict; similarly, there exists another point (p', F') E Gamma, with p' < p, < F, and at
least one inequality strict.

Condition (i) is a weak monotonicity requirement; alternative monetary policies thus amount to different
decisions as to how rapidly or slowly interest rates will he allowed to rise in the interbank market in response
to an increase in the net demand for funds. Condition (ii) implies that the correspondence gives a complete
description of the central hank's stance in the face of an arbitrarily high or low net demand for funds.
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It is useful to distibertish between Iwo possible classes of policies, that I shall call direct and indirect
monetary policies. Curler a di ) eci policy. t he central bank directly controls the volume of credit extended to
households by I he lenders. acid I l ene ( ) t he money supply. whereas under an indirect policy the central bank
restricts itself tie void rol simply of the supply of funds to lenders in the interbank market. In terms of the
formalism just int) oduced. n ilk el. policy corlespinols to the choice of a correspondence with properties (i)
• (ii), whereas in the Iltditoct policy the funds supply correspondence must satisfy an additional

property:

(iii) if (p,	 e	 p> I.

Condition (iii) must be satisfied it) the case of an indirect policy, because if the central bank does not monitor
the lending of the lenders. then it cannot prevent them, in the case of a negative interest rate in the interbank
market (p < 1). from borrowing an arbitrarily large quantity of funds and simply holding them rather than
lending them out. liters ognilibrium in I he interbank market cannot involve an interest rate less than p = 1,
and we can represent this as a constraint- on rho possible supply correspondences of the central bank (in
which case we need not introdnre :nmotion for a distinction between lender's lending Al (s) and the quantity
that they borrow in the Ude:hank market;. In rho case of a direct policy, by contrast, the central bank
can provide incentives for lenders to actually lend. and not simply to borrow from the central bank, and
so equilibria arc possible iv ii I i negative interest rates in the interbank market. Thus the class of possible
indirect policies is a proper subset of the class of possible direct policies.

Simple examples of such policy coirespondences include the case of a completely elastic supply of funds
at some interest tote pr,

r = {(p, niP = n.)
	

(3.3a)

and the case of a completely rrrcloshr s upply of funds at some net supply F.,

1' 
= UP.	 =	 (3.36)

Each of these corresponds to a possible direct policy, and given condition (i), one can say that all possible
direct policies lie between Omsk: two eXtrentes. Exalsiple (3.3a) also corresponds to an indirect policy, in the
case of an interest rate ps -> I. On the other hand, (3.3b) does not correspond to an indirect policy; the
closest approximation to it, within the class of indirect policies, would be

(p, Flip = tenth:. < Fs, orp > landF = F.)	 (3.3c)

This represents a policy in which the central bank insists upon a net supply of funds F., but does not control
whether they are actually lent out to households. Then, in the case that the market clears at a zero interest
rate, lenders may be tending any quantity AI (s) such that Al(s) < W + F..

It will be observed that a description of monetary policy in these terms does not allow policy to be
stochastic. This is because arbitrary randomization of the terms on which funds are supplied by the central
bank disrupts the exchange process in this model (as in Lucas and Woodford (1994)), and so is not plausibly
part of an optimal policy. ih A more important restriction is that I' is assumed to be independent of the
aggregate state s; that is, tile point (As), F(s)) e I' that is selected as the spot equilibrium of the interbank
market may depend upon s, but the set may not. This is intended to capture the idea that the central bank
is not able to respond to the revelation of the aggregate state s any faster than can sellers of goods. Thus

"The reed effects of monetary policy shocks could be analyzed in the present framework by allowing the correspondence
to depend upon a random state 2, realized at the beginning of the negotiation stage, and revealed at that time to lenders and
to buyers, but not to sellers. Sellers would then negotiate supply commitments taking into account the ex ante probability
distribution for the stale which would affect the degree to which buyers plan to draw upon the commitments, Just as with
the random state s. In the case of single preference stale s (and hence a single "type" each period), the random var i ation in
the supply correpyinThicliCe F would be the only source of uncertainty on the part of sellers as to their WO and this random	
variation would result TnTWIWiTfufrTtLzattoil capacity in some states. With a fixed correspondence r, by contrast,
regardless of its nature, there would be full utilization of capacity in equilibrium, end hence the maximum possible level of
expected utility (or the tepicsentaiisie household. post as in Lucas and Woodford. For the sake of simplicity, I omit any analysis
of the interact i on between random	 int ion a l both Slate; Z and s.
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the possible benefits of an accommodative monetary policy discussed in the next section do not depend upon
any informational advantage assumed for the central bank. However, the restriction of the central bank to
act upon the basis of no more information than sellers have when they enter into their supply commitments
does not menu that there is no non-trivial choice to be made with regard to monetary policy, for the central
bank can choose a flatter or steeper supply schedule F, implying a greater or lesser degree of accommodation
of shocks to aggregate demand from other sources.

I turn now to the elimecterization of equilibrium interest rates and the equilibrium supply of loan com-
mitments. Maximization of expected profits by depository institutions implies that in the securities trading
stage, any such institution will be willing to offer an interest rate equal to the expected value of the interest
rate p(s) in the interbank market, so that in equilibrium

	

= > WsP(s).
	 (3.4)

Similarly, maximization of expected profits by lenders implies that in the negotiation stage, any lender will
be willing to supply incremental loan commitments at an interest rate equal to the expected value of p(s) in
the interbank market, conditional upon the loan commitment's being drawn upon. Thus each loan supply
schedule ri (•) must satisfy

E ri s p(s)I(Mi (s) > Al) 
r,(M)— 

	

	 	 (3.5)Es r 8 I(Ali (s) > M)
for all 0 < A4 < sups Al i (s). We may without loss of generality assume that lenders do not bother to offer
commitments that they know will never be drawn upon, so that

	

1171 i = sups Ali (s)	 (3.6)

for each i, by analogy with (1.6). Then (3.5) defines r i (•) over its entire domain.
Another necessary condition for equilibrium in the credit market during the negotiation stage is that

ri (M) > I over the entire domain of the function, as asserted in the previous section. In the case of an
indirect monetary policy, this follows from (3.5). However, it is necessary for equilibrium even if negative
interest rates are possible in the interbank market. This is because no lender could expect to gain by offering
an incremental loan commitment at an interest rate r < 1, rather than some other rate r' with r < < 1.
For a buyer with either commitment will draw upon it with certainty, in any state in which he borrows
quantity M and thus becomes eligible to do so. (The money thus borrowed need not be spent; part could
simply be held in order to repay the loan at the end of the period.) Furthermore, there is no possibility
that competition between lenders could force them to offer commitments at the rate r. for even For if other
lenders offer incremental commitments at that rate, a lender can offer his own commitment at the rate r',
to apply after the buyer has already borrowed Al', where Al' — M is the quantity of commitments obtained
at the lower interest rate. Such an incremental commitment will still be accepted (as it does not preclude
acceptance of the lower-rate loan commitments first), and it is exercised in the same states as the other
ones (since whenever the buyer borrows Al, he will borrow AT', given the negative cost of the additional
borrowing); therefore it results in higher expected revenues. This conclusion does not contradict the necessity
of (3.5); it simply means that the equilibrium interest rates in the interbank market must be such that the
right hand side of (3.5) is never lower than 1, lest an arbitrage opportunity be created for lenders.

I shall impose as an additional regularity condition on the class of equilibria under consideration the
assumption that for each type i, {Al i (s)} is a non-decreasing series. This assumption amounts simply to
a particular assumption about how buyers decide among alternative levels of borrowing among which they
are indifferent. The characterization of the buyer's problem in the previous section implies that his level of
borrowing Mi (s) can be any level in the closed interval with lower bound Ri (ci (s)) and upper bound

inf ni (ci (s)) ;� Al < Ali tri (M) > 1,

where the infimum is defined as Al i if the set is empty. It has been shown in the previous section that
{ce(s)} is a non-decreasing series, and this implies that the lower bound of the interval optimal values is
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4.

non-decreasing w i th ,.	 re:, possible to select series of optimal choices {A/,(s) } that are non-decreasing,
and I assume, that ear I i household chooses a borrowing plan of this kind.

It then follows brim (3$) that each equilibrium loan supply schedule is a piecewise constant function, of
the form

,(Af )	 7-,	 for rill/l(ds - 1) <	 < Aids)	 (3,7)

for each state s ui t t bat	 > 11,	 — ), where A/,(0)	 0. The sequence of interest rates (r,) referred
to in (17) is given by

77,•i)(S1)
(3.8) 

Furthermore. riggl eg it te 1" 3 """ 0-2. 1 31 ( s )) is also a non-decreasing series. Given the monotonicity assump-
tion on I' (condition )i) above,. this implies that the series {p(s ) } must he non-decreasing, except possibly
in the case of successive stares over which .1/(s) remains constant, at a value corresponding to a vertical
segment of the co t respondence I'. I shall impost , as a further regularity condition on equilibria that {p(s)}
be a non-decreasing ach es in such a case as well. (This amounts to consideration only of equilibria that can
be approximated arbitrarily closely by equilibria associated with monetary policies which Make the money
supply a well-defined. increasing function of p.) Then (3.8) inputs that the series { r,} is non-decreasing as
well.

Finally, comparison of (3.8) with (3. I) indicates that r, 	 74 , so that r i (Af ) > r a for all i and all 114 > 0.
In the case of a stationary equilibrium. its shown in the previous section, r d 	 3- 1 , and so one has r,(A1) > 0
for all i and all Al 'Then equilibrium borrowing must be given by (2.17) in each state and for each type.

As with sellers. optimal behavior by Haters requires also that expected profits be non-positive in the
case of all loan eottunitments that are riot offered la equilibrium. I shall strengthen the requirements for
equilibrium, by demanding not merely that no seller wish to offer any other supply commitments given
the equilibrium loan conmir I lly 11 1.S. and t ha t no lender wish to offer any other loan commitments given the
equilibrium supply cowiniunents id - selktS, but furthermore that there he no joint deviation by a seller and
a lender that would be jointly profitable. Because increased borrowing occurs if and only' if a buyer increases
his purchases of goods. by (3.9), it suffices to consider the condition under which the combination of an
incremental goods supply commitment and an incremental loan commitment would induce an increase an
increase in the goods purchased in some state, and a corresponding increase in the money borrowed to pay
for those additional purchases.

It has been shown in the previous section that a buyer of type i would make use of an incremental
supply' commitment beyond the point c = cds) and an incremental loan commitment beyond the point

= Ri (c,(s)), in state s. if and only if the incremental supply price p and the incremental interest rate r
are such that p < p,(c). < c,( A/ ). and pr < e,(s). It is then a requirement for equilibrium that for each
type i, and for any quantity 0 < c < c,, there exists no price p < p,(c) and interest rate r < r,(R,(c)) such
that

p E 7,1[(C,(S) >	 1(cd s) = c) (ids) > pr)I > A	 (3.9)

and

	

E r,(r - p(s))[1(c,(s) > c) + 1(c,(s) = c)1(i i (s) > pr)]	 0,	 (3.10)

unless both (3.9) (3.10) hold with equality. For if such a pair (p, r) were to exist, it would represent a
joint incremental commitment that would increase the expected profits of at least one party (the seller or
the lender), without reducing the expected profits of the other. Similarly, in the case that c = a, there must
exist no pair (p, r') that satisfy (3.9) - (3.10). unless both hold with equality.

Note that iu the case that c = c(,) and r = r dR,(c)), the left hand side of (3.10) is equal to zero when
p = p, (c), using ;2. 19) and  i3 . 5y I t theniolLows_Lbta43_10)_lialds-for all p-C p,(c). [knee-for-this-choice
of r, there must exist no p < p,(c) for which (3.9) holds. unless it holds with equality. But, using (2.20),
this requirement is seen to be equivalent to (1.3). Thus requirements (3.9) - (3.10) imply (1.3), and can be
regarded as an extension of the previous requirement.
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Now in the case that r does not equal C A (S) for any state s, requirements (3.9) - (3.10) are implied by
(1.4) - (1.5) and (3.7) 1- (3.8). Titus we need only to consider the case c = c i (s) for some state s. There are
three subcases to consider. These consist of states s and pairs (p, r) such that (i) s	 a or ci (s + 1) > ci(s),
and pr (s); (ii) s = L or c i (s) > c i (s - 1), and pr < e i (s); or (iii) ci (s) = c(s - 1), but ii (s) > e l (s - 1),
and ê i (s. - 1) < pr < (-'2 i (s). Every pair (p,r) belongs to one of these three subcases. In subcase (i), (3.9)
becomes p > p i (c) and (3.10) becomes r > ri(12;(c)), so that the requirements are trivially satisfied. In
subcases (ii) or (iii). (3.9) becomes p > p, and (3.10) becomes r > 1. 5 , as a result of which the requirements
are satisfied if and only if

alts) 5 psrs	 (3.11)

for each state s belonging to either of those two classes (i.e., such that s = 1, c i (s) > ci (s - 1), or ci (s) =
ci (s - 1) but iii(S) > (s - I)). Thus (3.11) is necessary and sufficient for requirements (3.9) - (3.10) to be
satisfied.

Furthermore, the fact that (3.7) holds for all states in the classes just listed implies that it must hold
at all states. For in the case of any sequence of states (s' , . , d + j) such that ci (s' + k) = cad) and
ér(s' + k) = a i m for all 0 < k < j. (3.7) must hold for state s' as long as s' - 1 does not also have the same
property. But then the fact that series {p,} and {r,} are both non-decreasing implies that (3.7) holds as
well for each of the states (s' 	  s' + j). Thus (3.7) must hold for all states.

It is now possible to dispose of the possibility of equilibrium in which (1.5) holds with A = 0. Let us
assume that for each type i, there exists a state s for which 6(s; i) > 0, and let s be the lowest such state.
(The monotonicity assumption made earlier implies that 6(s; i) > 0 for all s > si .) Then (2.18) implies that
64 (s) > 0 for all s > But if A = 0, (1.5) would imply that the right hand side of (3.11) equals zero for
all s, so that (3.11) would be violated iu the states just mentioned. Thus equilibrium necessarily involves
A > 0, as announced earlier.

Let us return to the characterization of the equilibrium relations between prices and quantities. Using
the characterizations (1.1) -- (1.5) and (3.7) - (3.8) of the equilibrium supply schedules, (2.15) becomes

pr- (s) r s - ( .4 � (130 -1 6(s;Ou'(ci (s))	 ;i s + ( s) r s i- (8) ,	 (3.12)

where for each state s, as) denotes the lowest state s' for which ci (s') ci (s), and s + (s) denotes the
immediate successor to the highest state s' with this property. (If there is no higher state for which the
property does not hold, then the second inequality in (3.12) is vacuous. Also, the first inequality does not
apply if ci (s) = 0.) Substitution of (2.18) into (3.11) and comparison with (3.12) shows that the upper
bound in (3.12) can be tightened, to yield

P s - (s) r (,)	 00 -1 6(s; i)ll (c 1 (s)) 5 pa r	 (3.13)

where the first inequality again must hold only if c i (s) > 0. .(Note that 19,r, cannot exceed ps+wrs+(,),
because of the monotonicity of the series fp s ) and {r,}.)

It follows from (3.12) (or equivalently, (3.13)) that in any state s < so that d(s;i) = 0, one must have
ci(s) = 0. (Note that (1.5) and (3.8) imply that p sr, > 0 in- all states, given that A > 0 as just shown.) It
is also necessary that ci(s) > ci(s - 1) for all s > S i (where in the case s = 1, we again define ci, (0) 0). If
ci (s) > ci (s - 1), s- (s) = s, and (3.13) implies that

u s (ci (s))	 v6 (s;	 p,r

On the other hand, if the second inequality in (3.9) is strict, one must have s > (5 - (s), so that one must
have ci (s)	 ci(s - 1). and hence 11 1 (Ci(S)) = .11 1 (ci (s - 1)). Thus for all s >

11(Ci(S))	 minks/(ci(s - 1), 0 1/6(s; i)-ip,r,1,

ie' (ci(s))= min [u'(0), min Pvb(s' /r i ps/refl.	 (3.14)
<,'<s
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from which it follows that



(

Given sequences {p,. ,} o i l a v i dini v >	 (3.I . 1) uniquely determines the sequence {c,(s)}
We may now collect our results chatinacrizing stationary equilibrium. A stationary equilibrium is

described by nomdecrrasing series of pr i ces	 collections of purchasing and borrowing plans
(cds) .,tj i (s) (each of	 rol)SiSIS 4 two non-decreas i ng ser ies). and quantities A. if > U. such that

(i) given A > U. the ' aim, {p,} :or deer	 7));

(ii) given the interbank 11 1 :•:1: • 1 rates (pis)). Illy credit market rates {r,} are given by (3.8);

(iii) given the prices 1p	 .1 and v > u, the consumptrun plans (ci i (s)) are given by (3 14), together with
the requiremeto chat	 = 0 for all s <	 and the borrowing plans { Af ,(s)} are given by (2.17),
where the kt i ci ton ICH is defined by (IA)	 (2.3(:

(iv) given the plans {e,(s). 	 the quantiry limits {c,,,\1;) are given by (1.6) and (3.6);

(v) the quantity limits 	 satisfy (1.2):

(vi) the interbank ma t	 t :ttes {p(..,)} and the plans {AI ,(s)} are such that

	

(p(s), 1/(s)-	 E	 (3 15)

for each state S. where	 =	 M,(s)-. and

(vii) the interbank marke r. rates (nl.4))	 !mill that

>i 	 •
	 (3.16)

Here (3.15) follows from (3.2). and (3.1ti) follows from the requirement that r i = = 13-1 in a stationary
equilbrium, using (3.S). Given series satisfying conditions (i) - (vii), it is then straightforward to compute
the equilibrium values of { (N). T(s)}. {.4(i. ․ )). and so on, using the other equilibrium conditions set out
earlier.

For arbitarily chosen values for A. v > U and an imbitary series p	 {p(s)} , conditions (i) - (iv) indicate
how one may compute unique equilibrium values for the aggregate supply commitment a -a the
expected interbank interest rate 15 e E ‘ r,p(s), and aggregate borrowing M(s) in each state. Then such
values for (A, v, p) descr i be a stationary equilibrium if and only if

(3.17a)

d(p ) =
	 (3.176)

and
(p(s), M (3; A, v, p) - IV) E F( 3.17c)

for each state s. The number of independent equilibrium conditions in (3.17) is equal to the number of
endogenous variables (A, v. p). This does not in itself prove that equilibrium is either possible or uniquely
determined in the case of any particular monetary policy f', but should suggest that the proposed definition
of equilibrium satisfies at least minimal standards of coherence. Rather than pursue further questions of
existence or uniqueness of stationary equilibrium (or general policies, l turn instead to the welfare properties
of the equilibria associated with certain policies.
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4 Optimal Monetary Policy in Two Polar Cases
I now turn to the question of optimal monetary policy in the context of the model just set out. An obvious
welfare criterion in the present context is the ex ante expected utility of the representative household. In a
stationary equilibrium of the kind described above, this is proportional to the quantity

E E „.7(4z,(,,(5)). 	 (4.1)

I thus wish to compare the level of II' obtained in the alternative stationary equilibria associated with
alternative possible central bunk supply correspondences F.

In a certain extreme ease, a simple answer is possible, and it follows directly from the discussion in section
1. Suppose that all households are identical; that is,

6(s; = 5(s) (4.2)

for each type where {6(s)) is an increasing series. Any feasible allocation of resources clearly must satisfy
the constraint

E uieds) il (4.3)

in each state s. Given (-1.2), the allocation that maximizes (4.1) subject to constraint (4.3) is clearly given
by c,(s) = y for each type in each state. Then since there exists a direct monetary policy that achieves this,
it is plainly an optimal policy, among the class of direct policies.

A policy that achieves this first-best outcome is a constant-money-supply policy, i.e., a correspondence
F of the form (3.3h), for any Fx > 	 (so that the constant money supply is equal to M* = W + F* > 0).
The associated stationary equilibrium is given by c i (s) = y, Mi (s)	 M * for each type i in each state s;

= y,	 = M * for each type;
M*

A —	 (4.4a)

60/1/111(1/) v =

	

	 (4.46)*
and the sequence {p s } implied by (1.4a) using (1,5). The sequence {r 3} is chosen so that r 1 = 0-1 , and

r, > 	  E	 (4.4c)
136(1)
6(s) 

> .9

for each s > 1. The sequence {Xs)} is then given by

P(s)

and
7.s[E,,,, r s'i – s+liE

P( s ) – ir(s)

for all s < a. (If there exists no terminal state then (4.4e) applies to all states s.) Substitution of these
values into the equilibrium conditions listed at the end of the previous section allows one to verify that all
conditions for a stationary equilibrium are satisfied.

Furthermore, any policy that achieves the first-best outcome in case (2.2) must be essentially of this kind.
For, as explained in section 1, it is only possible to have a common value of c(s) in all states if aggregate
expenditure, and hence the money supply tlf (s), is the same in all states. Letting the common value for the
money supply be denoted M*, then the fact that all purchases occur at price p, requires that my = M*,
which implies (4.4a), using (1.5). Given that r ) = in any stationary equilibrium, condition (3.14) for
state s = 1 implies (4.4b). Using these values for A, v, and substituting (1.5), condition (3.14) for any state

(4.4d)

(4.4e)
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s > 1 then implies (.1.1c)Ily. cmnlitim is (.1	 -I	 simply invert (3 8). Thus all of conditions (4.4)
necessarily hold it i any list-heat	 min

If for any stale	 > I.

C(..)	 > (T.),

then (4.4c) cannot he sarisli•d by a 	 iii /r,}	 Ph c s ,	 for all s. But if 7-, >	 = 3 -1 , then it follows
from (4.4d)	 (1..1e) t hat the	 cannot take a single value for all states s either. But then (3.15)
implies that the cinicspondence I' must possess a vortical segment. And while the entire correspondence
need not he \win-id, i t is only the veil	 segment that plays any role in equilibrium determination.

This conclusion, Lev eve/ is dependent upon assuming that direct control of the volume of lending (and
of the money supply; is possible. There need not be :my zrulurct policy that can achieve the first-best
allocation. I have just	 that ally lirst-best stationary equilibrium must satisfy conditions (4.4). But
there need not be any series 	 consisteul %%VII 	 that is also consistent with (4.4d) - (4.4e), if one is
to have p(s) > 1 fir all s ;as innsi he the case for an indirect policy).

Multiplying the right hand side of (I rel by iv,, and summing, over s between the values of 1 and k - I (for
some k > I). one obtains	 -	 If p(s) > 1 for all 1 < s < k - 1, this quantity must not exceed
Se<k rr,,. Thus one ol i i.ons	 11pin hound cm the possible value of rk in any stat ionary equilibrium
associated with al: IndlIcet pohry.

(4.5)
E.,>k ••

This means that if for any s >

I)
>	 1,

there is a contradiction between (•i.4c;	 ( 5). so that In) indirect policy is consistent with the first-best
outcome.

A policy of the torn (3.3c), fur example. results III fluctuations in spending and hence in output, despite
the inelastic supply of funds by the cymb al bank, because lenders choose to commit some of the available
funds under loan {7011(116i UMW.; that are drawn upon only in high-demand states. This is tempting because if
no loan commitments of tins hind were wade, the interest rates at which buyers would be willing to borrow
additional amounts in the high-demand states would be high enough to make incremental loan commitments
more profitable than the loan commitments that are drawn upon in state s = I. (The interest rates in
question are given by the right hand side of (4.1c).)

Rather than develop further the question of what can be achieved by indirect policy in such a case, I
wish to point out that even in the case of direct policies. the above conclusion holds only for the special type
of preference variations indicated by (4.2). If the demand of some types of buyers is more "cyclical" than
that of others, an inelastic money supply is generally not optimal. As an opposite extreme to (4.2), suppose
that the preference VarialionS are given by

	eqS;	 = 1(s > s,) ,	(4.6)

and suppose that s , = I for at lei t.St one type, while is, > 1 for others. In this contrasting extreme case,
preferences are the sante, for any given type, across all the states in which that type desires to consume at
all; what varies across states is the number of types with any desire to consume.

	

In case (4.6). the first-hest allocation is no longer attainable under arty monetary policy,forit-is-incon 	
sistent with sequont17.1 service. h lliillilation of (4.1) subject to (4.3) in this case would imply choosing

	

e i (3) —	
3 

E, "M s 14)
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for each i and each 13nt this makes {cgs)} non-increasing in s for each type i, and decreasing at each
successive state > s i at which one or more additional types of buyers enter the market (i.e., obtain positive
utility from constimption). If n i is not the same for all types, then c i (s) must decrease at some states, for some
type i. This violates the sequential service constraint, which, as argued earlier, results in a non-decreasing
series {c t (s)} for each type.

Let us define the second-best allocation of resources as the allocation that maximizes (4.1) subject to
constraints (4.3) and

Ci(s)	 c i (s - 1)	 (4.7)

for each type i and each state s (again defining c i (0) a. 0). This amounts to restricting allocation rules that
do not violate the sequential service constraint. In case (4.6), the second-best allocation is given by c i (s) = 0
if s <	 19 while ci (s) = C.:4 if s >	 for each type i. Furthermore, the quantity limits fed . satisfy

tt i ( et) = 0[E 7 ( s )]`',	 (4.8a)
5?!,

where a > 0 is determined by the requirement that the solution to (4.8a) satisfy (1.2) as well.
In case (4.6), the second-best allocation can be achieved by an appropriate choice of monetary policy

rule. A rule that achieves it, and is therefore optimal, is the perfectly elastic supply of funds described by
(3.3a), where the nominal interest rate V* is equal to .3- i . (This is the only rule of the form (3.3a) that is
consistent with a stationary equilibrium, because it is the only one that satisfies (3.16). 20 ) The associated
stationary equilibrium is given by the second-best allocation described above; borrowing plans according to
which, for each type, M1 (s) = 0 for all s <	 and ill i (s)	 M i for all s >	 where

21,71 i 	v-1/.:02(ei)	 (4.8b)

for some ti > 0 (independent of i); and the quantity limits {e 1 , M 1 } are defined by (4.8a) - (4.8b). The series
{ps} is given by (1.5). using the value A = , while the series (r 3 , p(s)} are given by r s p(s) = 0- 1 for
each s. Again, substitution of these values into the equilibrium conditions at the end of the previous section
allows one to verify that all conditions for a stationary equilibrium are satisfied.

Furthermore, any policy rule that achieves the second-best outcome in case (4.6) must be essentially of
this kind. For given the second-best allocation, as characterized above, (3.14) requires that for each type i,

u'(es)	 Ovpsirs,

Substitution of (1.5) into this and comparison with (4.8) then implies that

r	 a(fivA)-
1

for each i. Furthermore, any state s such that 111(s) > M(s - 1) is a state in which s i = s for some type
i, and hence a state for which one must have r, = a(0vA)- 1 . As there is assumed to be a type for which
si = 1, r l = a(0vA)- 1 , as a result of which one must have Au = a, so that r, = 0- 1 for each state such
that M(s) > - I). Then (3.8). together with the assumed monotonicity of r, implies that p(s) /1-1
for all s. Thus, even if F is not globally horizontal (as specified in (3.3a)), it must have a horizontal segment
at height 0- 1 , which segment includes all of the points at which equilibria of the interbank market occur in
any state. One consequence is that a constant-money-supply rule is clearly not optimal, as it is inconsistent
with the second-best allocation in this case.

19 Actually, the specification of {c i (s)} in the states s < s i is indeterminate; it may be any non-decreasing sequence taking
values between the bounds of 0 and e i . The second-best allocation described in the text is the unique one that also satisfies the
constraint that if Ms; i) = 0, e i (s)=-- 0. Since the latter property necessarily obtains in any stationary equilibrium, this is the
obvious second-best allocation to consider.

20 The result that a policy rule of the forte (3.3a) makes the second-best allocation an equilibrium allocation does not, however,
depend upon this particular choice of r*. Other values of r* are associated with other equilibria in which the allocation of
resources is the same. but the average rate of in flation rliffers from zero. Equilibria of this kind are not treated here because of
the extension of the notation that would be required.
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The elast i c: ni t—ic supply (o i 	 FUN, smoothing) rule (3.3a) does increase the volatility of aggregate
demand, in this ease. ;LS in	 analyses lilae that of Poole (1970). And, as explained in section 1,
the resulting uncet	 ;Omni it i;guektjtle dermal tetiltitS in equilibrium supply commitments that cause
some capacity in In ' lilt It	 some stales Rio this does not imply that such a policy leads to a less
efficient allocation of leatitticdS. Idle capacity is i lic i n i aistent wi t h attainment of the first-best allocation,
but it may be sonsistein sill	 tlitiliteld of the second-best, as it is in this case, 21 Given the sequential
service constraint, Idle capac i ty m low-demand states is a necessary consequence of the fact that an
optimal fraction of capacity i s committed to the supply of goods to types of buyers that consume only in
high-demand stairs.

The efficiency result ()brained here is closely related to Prescott's (1975) argument for the efficiency of
an equilibrium with idle capacity. Prescott i s model is one in which prices are fixed in advance for individual
units of capacity. Litt these art not I • onnnitted to the supply of goods to individual buyers. Yet, as noted in
section 1, the 0(1161041W in his model is formally imalogous to the goods market equilibrium described here;
the crucial difference i s that as he assumes no cash-in-advance constraint on purchases, his buyers behave in
the way that buyers do in the preset)! model when facing a perfectly elastic supply of credit at a zero interest
rate. However. in the present model. au clams: supply of credit at a positive interest rate results in the same
allocation of rosoinues as would zero Interest lute; equilibrium goods prices and borrowing are simply all
resealed by a certain tt cc factor. Thus the equilibrium allocation here in the case of an elastic supply of
credit at the hunt est rau re. =3- 1 is the male :LS ill Pt escoit's model, which he shows to be efficient in the
case of certain preferences that coital11111e a special Cast: of (4.6).

[Further discussion to be added.]

21 1'his depends upon a relat i vely special feature of case (CS), namely, the fact that some types have 6(s; = 0 in low states,
rather than merely baying a low po s itive value. If ii(s;:) > 0 for all types i n all states, then the second-best allocation also
must involve full utilization of capacity itt all states: arid in ail cast,., at least one second-best allocation involves full utilization
in all stales (sec foo thote xx). However, ,n the_111QCS gsneuticarre 4•114 ..toad-best-ritlecation (in-the-sense-propb3R1 eibrzWi)
not-attatler any 100hetary policy. The class of allocations attainable in stationary equilibria is a more restrictive class
than that defined by Cull3Lrollits (.I.3) and (4.7). so that a "th i rd - best" allocation (not defined here) is in general the best that
can be achieved. And this "third - hest - ulluraticut does not in general involve full utilization of capacity in all states. It is in
this sense that the situation 'Musttoted by Cast- (1.61 ie robust.
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